ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
One hundred years after its unfolding on the territory of the Ottoman Empire, the Armenian genocide still is a sensitive geopolitical matter and a complicated social and cultural issue, due to Turkey's refusal to affront the events of [1915] [1916] . The Turkish government pursued a series of actions during the First World War aimed at the Armenian minority, which included mass arrests of the Armenian elites in Constantinople, the attack, pillage, and devastation of villages, followed by the deportation of the civil population through forced marches and transit camps, leading, according to official estimates, to the death of one and a half million of approximately two traumatic collective experiences of the past by means of literature, in order to gain worldwide attention and recognition. 11 In my view, both the concept of 'Armenian diasporic literature' and 'post-genocide literature', which Peeromian employs in her analysis, are in some degree questionable and need further investigation. Notwithstanding the nation-coagulating value of historical trauma and its importance for contemporary Armenian authors, there are numerous other forms of collective self-representation in current Armenian literature that need to be taken into account. Also, the existence of a variety of Armenian diasporas, each with its sometimes multi-secular history, calls into question the unity of a single diasporic literature.
It is true that, within diasporas, the memory of genocide is more present, since many of these communities resulted either from the (New York: Harper & Row, 1980) , p. 64. In the case of the Armenian genocide, which is rather scarcely portrayed in the media, the transmission of survivor narratives to the third generation is even more important, because it refers to something that, for a long time, could not be found in textbooks, nor in literature or the arts.
narrator gains his place.
The photographs referred to in the first three chapters of the novel, prior to the narrator's biological birth, make up a family narration which introduces one by one the head of the family, grandpa Garabet, the great-grandfathers and the great-uncles of the child narrator. The quotations accompanying the photos are often at odds with the quiet, classic portrait of longgone relatives. From a wedding photo one finds that the bride, the narrator's great-aunt, is a survivor of the 1915 massacres, long after reunited with her brother in Romania and then immigrated to Argentina. For another wedded couple, the quotation explains that the groom, the Hitlerite threat was felt. As Yair Auron states, in the Warsaw ghetto the book, which was translated into Hebrew immediately after its publication, passed from hand to hand and elicited vivid debates on active versus passive resistance from those who were dramatically confronted with this option. 42 An even more intriguing echo of the genocide is its unexpected resurfacing in contemporary Turkey. Recent novels and short prose written by Kurdish authors insistently evoke the events of 1915, thus drawing attention to a history of abuse on minority populations by the Turkish state, and possibly to bring to the fore the predicament of contemporary Kurds 43 . In this way, traumatic memory travels from one place to another, changing its cultural codes,
